
Year 2

Term 4 Week 3, Wednesday 20.10.21
Mathematics

Learning Intention:
We can recognise and interpret common uses of halves, quarters and eighths of shapes.

Warm Up:

Which one does not belong ?
How do you know ?

Square Number Sentence

PINK

PURPLE

YELLOW

BLUE

Task: What is happening?

1. Elias had one whole green apple to eat. Elias’ mum cut the apple for him.
● The red arrow shows what she did first.
● The green arrow shows what she did next.
● The yellow arrow shows the last thing she did.

Mum then asked Elias to explain what he saw. Elias wanted to explain using fractions. What
could Elias say? Finish the sentences under the picture to help Elias.



First Mum ……..

Then Mum ……….

Finally Mum………

2. Dad was cutting avocados for the family ’fraction’ picnic. He took a photo.
How do you think Dad made the avocados look like this?
Use fractions in your explanation.

First Dad ……..

Then Dad ……….

Finally Dad ………

3. Aunty Milly was also preparing for the family ‘fraction’ picnic. This is what she made:

How could you describe Aunty Milly’s food using fractions? Use the sentence starters to help
you:
The chocolate cake is ….

The pizza is ……….



If you need some help to get started:
● If 1 whole is cut into two equal pieces then each piece is called one half and this is

written as ½ .
● If halves are cut into two equal pieces then there are now 4 equal pieces and each

piece is called one quarter. This is written as ¼ .
● If one quarter is cut into half then there are now 8 equal pieces and each piece is

called one eighth. This is written as ⅛.

For the children who would like an extra challenge:
● What would the chocolate cake look like if it was cut into eighths? What would

the pizza look like? What would a square vanilla cake look like?


